Invisible
HOW YOU

Feel IS NOT WHO YOU Are

DISCUSSION GUIDE
These questions are designed for personal reflection or group discussion. They are conversation
starters to help you and a friend think through the truths in the Invisible book. Reading the book and talking
about what God is teaching you through it can strengthen friendships, help build a stronger interest in the
Bible, and enhance your own spiritual and emotional maturity. I hope you’ll get a buddy – or a group of
buddies — meet for coffee or tea (and of course, chocolate) and talk about what you’ve read. And, if you
want to go deeper in learning more about Hosea, check out my video Bible Study “Hosea: Unfailing Love
Changes Everything” (Lifeway).

CHAPTER

1

1. I shared with you how my self awareness skyrocketed when I was listening to the radio. Think of a time
when your level of self-awareness was at at all-time high. What caused your self-awareness to rise and
how did you deal with it?
2. After my Facebook Stalking Identity Crisis, I realized “The more I looked at me, the less I could see
who I was.” If you were with me that day, how would you have advised me to look at myself less without
thinking less of myself? What are some practical ways to think of ourselves less without thinking less
of ourselves?
3. What number did you circle on the “Prone to Wander” scale? Did this number surprise you? Realizing
your knack for wandering, how does this change the way you view sin?

CHAPTER

2

1. In chapter 2, I describe God’s love as scandalous. What does scandalous love mean to you?
(See Deuteronomy 7:6-8, John 15:16, 1 John 4:9-10).
2. If you cannot qualify for or earn God’s love, can you undo God’s love for you? How does this truth 		
change or challenge the way you see God? How does it inform the way you view yourself?
3. We need reminders to help us see ourselves as God does. Did you put reminders around your home
as mentioned on page 35? How did the truths interrupt your day?
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CHAPTER

3

1. “Discontentment is a feeling, not a reality you dwell in” (page 43). What is the difference between
a feeling and a truth?
2. In chapter 3, I listed 3 truths about you - you are loved, accepted, and complete. Which truth is the
hardest for you to fully believe? Which is the easiest?
3. “God reveals the truth about you so you can reflect the truth about him.” How does believing the truth
about yourself show who God is?

CHAPTER

4

1. I shared with you my not-so-proud mom moment when I hid in the closet. I had familiarity fatigue!
When something becomes familiar, it’s easy to overlook. What truth about you is so familiar that you
are prone to overlook it?
2. Now that you’ve identified that familiar truth that you often overlook, what are some practical things
you can do to keep that truth fresh and full of wonder?
3. Think back to the Israelites as they sat at the base of Mt. Sinai complaining. They lost sight of their
chosenness. If you could talk to the Israelites, what would you have told them about who they were,
and how it is similar to who you are?

CHAPTER

5

1. In chapter 5, I asked you to choose one word that you want to be a reality in your life. My word
was “accepted.” What word did you choose?
2. What draws you to this word and how can God satisfy that need?
3. I shared 3 lies Iddicts believe on pages 80-81. Which of the 3 lies resonates with you most?
Take a moment to find a verse that speaks truth into the lie.

CHAPTER

6

1. Gomerisms set us on the wrong path and lead us to settle for shallow substitutes. What is a time you’ve
trusted your own wisdom and how did it turn out? How does Proverbs 3:5-6 inform that situation?
2. In what areas of life do you elevate your own wants? In what ways do you justify this thinking? (It sure
is easy to do!) Now, read Philippians 2:3-4 and reflect on ways to apply this truth.
3. Think of a time you’ve demanded your own way and the result of that decision. Read Psalm 18:30.
What do you think it means for God’s way to be perfect?
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CHAPTER

7

1. I point out that Hosea compares us to “faulty bows” when we follow our Gomerisms and act out of
our iddictions (Hosea 7:16). What are some of the characteristics of a faulty bow verses a faithful bow?
2. On page 105, I challenged you to begin complimenting and encouraging the women you are
secretly envious of or competing against. Who are 3 women in your life you can challenge yourself
to compliment or encourage this week?
3. How do you think complimenting and encouraging these women will transform the way you view
them and the way you view yourself?

CHAPTER

8

1. Think back over some of the roadblocks and thorny unpleasant situations in your life. Or, maybe
you’re in one of those situations right now. How has God used your circumstances to restore your
true identity?
2. I challenged you at the top of page 118 to ask God to give you grace so you’d be able to thank
him for the thorns in your life. What is a thorn in your life that is challenging to thank God for?
3. How do you think thanking God will change the way you view the thorn?

CHAPTER

9

1. The first step in becoming your own idol is “desiring other lovers.” One of my “other lovers”
was acceptance; another was perfect performance. What are other lovers you’ve desired?
2. Gomer showed us that wondering thoughts eventually lead to wandering feet. Think of one
of your “other lovers.” How do your wondering thoughts about that “other lover” cause you
to stray from your First Love-Jesus? Read Revelation 2:4, 5. How does verse 5 encourage you
to get back to your first love?
3. Idolotrinkets are good things that we turn into god things when we use them as sources of
satisfaction. What are some of the most powerful idolotrinkets in your life? Reference the list
and questions on pages 149-150 if you need areas to consider.
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CHAPTER

10

1. Some of the idolotrinket we go for are given to us by others in our lives or even the media that
we consume. Identify an idolotrinket that has been given to you. Where did it come from?
2. How have you helped “build” that idolotrinket over the years? In other words, what have you
done or believed in order to give that mini-god influence in your life?
3. On pages 160-165 I listed 5 idolotrinkets. Which of the 5 resonates with you most? In what ways
does this particular need for perfection manifest itself?

CHAPTER

11

1. Now that you’ve seen how Gomer’s choices have become chains, be honest, if you were passing
by the slave block and saw her, would you be more likely to feel compassion or condemnation? 		
Would you be more likely to give grace or spread gossip? Would you be more likely to judge
her actions or justify her choices? Ignore her or get involved? Examine your response to Gomer
because it is likely similar to how you respond to yourself when you get stuck, fail or blow it.
2. Imagine that you had the opportunity to whisper a few words to Gomer as she stood on the slave
block. What words of encouragement, hope or statements of truth would you whisper in her ear?
3. On page 188 I wrote, “If Jesus doesn’t condemn you, why are you condemning yourself? Go and
leave your life of sin. That’s your permission to drop the rocks and pick up grace instead.” In what
ways do you find yourself condemning yourself? What would it look like in your life to drop the
rocks and pick up grace instead?

CHAPTER

12

1. Step into Gomers shoes for a moment as she is standing on the slave block. Out of the corner of
her eye, she sees Hosea walk toward her. What thoughts do you think ran through Gomer’s mind?
2. In chapter 13, I described our chains as Post-it notes that are not permanent. We can be set free!
Take a moment to think through some of the chains that may feel like they are superglued to you.
3. What does freedom from those chains look like? Take a moment to journal or talk with a friend
about what freedom looks like.
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CHAPTER

13

1. Did Hosea respond to Gomer how you expected him to? Share your thoughts. Now, consider this:
how do you expect God to respond to you when you stumble?
2. The boundary lines God has placed in your life are created with cords of love. How does seeing
boundaries as “pleasant places” change the way you view boundaries?
3. Hosea gave Gomer two boundaries to help protect her heart, and I shared with you three of my
own boundaries. Knowing that Gomer girls are prone to wander, what is an area where you need
to create a boundary?

CHAPTER

14

1. There is a difference between knowing knowledge about God and yada - intimately knowing God and His truths. How would you describe the differences? Do you know God or yada God?
2. We can come to experience God by being in His Word. Think of ways you can spend more
time in the Word throughout the day. This may look like posting Scripture in your car, on your
computer’s desktop, and listening to an audio-Bible on your commute!
3. Imagine sitting down to coffee with Gomer, and as you talk, you realize she doesn’t know the
story of her redemption is in the Bible. Pretend with me that it is news to her that God’s people
have been reading it for centuries! How would you answer when she asks, “How has God used
my story to help free others and draw them to the Lord?”
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